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Ranch
Chapter Overview
This Architectural Style Guide is a reference tool for owners and managers of historic
Ranch-style buildings. You can use this document to identify the features and materials that
define your building’s historic character. In cases where you wish to make changes to your
building, this guide will help you determine compatible features and materials. This guide
supplements the Citywide Historic Preservation Plan (2010) by providing more detailed
information specific to the preservation of Anaheim’s Ranch-style properties.
It should be noted that the information described herein is meant to provide general
guidance regarding the appropriate treatment of Ranch buildings. Owners should consult
with the City on applicable planning and zoning requirements before making any changes to
their historic Ranch properties.
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Ranch
Historical Background
Though the earliest examples of Ranch-style architecture date to the late 1920s and 1930s,
the style spread rapidly after World War II, when it became the preferred choice for residential
architecture in many cities and suburbs across the country. Innovative Southern California builder
Cliff May helped to popularize the style through a series of articles included in Sunset Magazine
in the mid-1940s. Ranch-style houses were a favorite among home buyers for their modern
amenities and affordable prices, and lending institutions and builders considered the style more
acceptable compared to the dramatic Mid-Century Modern designs of the same period. While
the style was most often used in the design of single-family residences, multi-family apartment
buildings and small-scale commercial properties can be found as well.1
The Ranch style (1935-1975) is a common historic architectural style in Anaheim. After World War
II, Ranch houses filled the previously subdivided, vacant lots within the Anaheim Colony Historic
District, which represents the city’s original 1857 boundaries. However, Ranch residences, in both
the Traditional Ranch and Contemporary Ranch sub-styles, are most commonly found in the
residential suburbs outside of the original city limits.

711 N. Helena Street

1 Virginia Savage McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses: The Definitive Guide to Identifying and Understanding America’s
Domestic Architecture (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2013), 596-611.
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Ranch
Character-Defining Features
•

Low-slung, horizontal massing with one or
more wings

•

Brick, stone, wood, or scored concrete
accent cladding (See Page 14)

•

Attached garages or carports, often
forming one wing (See Page 17)

•

•

Low-pitched to medium-pitched gable
or hipped roof variations, often used in
combination (See Page 6)

Off-center front entrances, typically
consisting of an entrance stoop or partialwidth porch (See Page 10)

•

Wood front doors, sometimes paired (See
Page 11)

•

Stucco or wood wall cladding, usually
used in combination (See Page 8)

•

Variety of window types, including wood,
steel, and aluminum windows; windows
usually horizontally oriented (See Page 12)

Birdhouses common
on Traditional Ranch
buildings

Low to mediumpitched cross-gable
roof

Typically
one story
in height

Attached garage
forming one wing
Built-in brick
planter

Combination of wall
cladding materials,
including stucco and
horizontal wood siding

Off-center front
entrance stoop
Large picture
window common
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Ranch
Traditional Ranches and Sub-Variants
Traditional Ranch
•
•
•
•
•

“Rustic” appearance
Board-and-batten or
wood shingle cladding
is common
Multi-light wood
windows with shutters
Dutch doors (door
divided into two parts
horizontally)
Birdhouses at gable
ends (p. 14)

Birdhouse

Minimal Ranch
Simpler, more modest
version of the Traditional
Ranch, with:
•
•
•

Basic square or
rectangular plans
Limited variations in
wall cladding
Overall lack of
ornamentation

Cinderella Ranch
Derived from the
Traditional Ranch, but with
more exaggerated details,
including:
•
•

Scalloped bargeboards
that swoop across the
front façade (p. 14)
Over-scaled turned
columns or supports

Bargeboard
swooping
across front
façade
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Ranch
Traditional Ranches and Sub-Variants (Continued)
Colonial Ranch
Traditional Ranch with
American Colonial Revival
elements, including:
•
•
•
•

Horizontal wood or
brick cladding
Dormers and cupolas
(p. 14)
Dentil moldings (p. 14)
Entries accentuated
with Colonial Revival
details like columns and
sidelights

Dormers
Eave
returns

Hacienda Ranch
•
•
•

Clay tile roofing
Textured stucco, brick,
or board-and-batten
wall cladding
Full- or half-width
porches at the primary
façade

Clay tile
roofing
Wood
boardand-batten
siding

Two-Story Ranch Houses

Ranch houses with second stories over garages
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Ranch
Contemporary Ranches and Sub-Variants
Contemporary Ranch
•

•
•
•

Combines the basic form
of the Traditional Ranch
with Modernist details
and abstract shapes
Exposed structural
elements like roof beams
at gable ends (p. 15)
Accentuated rooflines
and wide overhanging
eaves (p. 15)
Fixed clerestory windows
are common in gable
ends

Exposed
structural
beams

Fixed
clerestory
windows

Oriental Ranch
May be Japanese- or
Polynesian-influenced, with:
•

•
•

Pagoda-style roofs
(gable roofs that peak at
the top/center and flare
at the ends) (p. 15)
Decorative geometric
wood or metal screens
(p. 15)
Lava rock or stone
accent cladding (p. 15)

Stone
accent
cladding
Decorative
geometric
screens
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Ranch
Roofs
Common Roof Types

Cross-gable

Side-gable

Cross-hipped

Front-gable

Gable-on-hip

Flat

Common Roof Features - Traditional Ranch
Traditional Ranch roofs
typically have:
•
•

•

Low- to medium-pitch
Open eaves with
exposed rafter tails;
boxed eaves are
common on Minimal
and Colonial Ranches
Birdhouses and accent
cladding at gable ends

Birdhouse
Wood
accent
cladding in
gable end
Eaves with
exposed
rafter tails

Common Roof Features - Contemporary Ranch
Contemporary Ranch roofs
typically have:
•
•
•
•

Flat or low-pitch
Wide overhanging eaves
Exposed structural
beams
Clerestory windows in
gable ends

Exposed
structural
beams
Clerestory
windows in
gable ends
Wide
overhanging
eaves
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Ranch
Roofs
Roof Materials
Traditional Ranch buildings often had wood shingle roofing; however, asphalt shingle roofing laid in
a traditional overlapping pattern is also common. Contemporary Ranch buildings may have built-up
asphalt roofing covered in gravel.

Wood roof shingles

Asphalt roof shingles

Wood shingle roof
of a Traditional
Ranch. Concrete
roof shingles are
not an appropriate
substitute material.

Gravel roof on a
Contemporary
Ranch house
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Ranch
Cladding
Cladding
Ranch-style buildings often have a variety of primary cladding types, including horizontal and vertical
wood siding, stucco, and less commonly, brick. **Refer to the Paint Color Schemes section (p. 16) for
more information on appropriate cladding colors.**
Horizontal wood siding profiles

Channel

Clapboard

Shiplap/drop

Tongue-and-groove

Channel

Clapboard

Shiplap/drop and tongue-and-groove
siding look the same at the exterior

Wood board-and-batten
(top) and shingle siding
(bottom) are common
on Traditional Ranch
buildings

Ranch-style stucco is relatively smooth with a sand/float finish. Stucco cladding should not be overly
textured or have a very coarse sand aggregate. It also should not be overly smooth.

Historically appropriate
stucco with a sand/float
finish

X

X

Examples of inappropriate contemporary stucco textures

X
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Ranch
Chimneys and Foundations
Chimneys
The chimneys of Ranch buildings are usually made of brick or stone. The chimney may be interior
(only the top is visible through the roof) or exterior (fully visible and attached to the front/side
façade).

Interior brick chimney

Exterior stone chimney, primary
façade

Exterior brick chimney, primary
façade

Foundations
The foundation walls of Ranch-style buildings may be covered in stucco, wood, brick, and/or stone
depending on the location along the building’s exterior (primary façades often have brick/stone
accent cladding).

Stuccoed foundation with
rectangular vents

Foundation at location of brick
accent cladding

Foundation at location of stone
accent cladding
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Ranch
Porches
Common Porch Types

Partial-width porches with simple wood posts

Entrance stoops

Recessed entrance porch (left) and stoop (right)
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Ranch
Doors
Traditional Ranch Doors
Traditional Ranch door
features:
•
•
•
•

Paneling
Cross-bracing

Made of wood,
typically painted
Sometimes partially
glazed
Often has paneling
or cross-bracing
May have sidelights

Sidelights

Fanlight with
clear glass

Contemporary Ranch Doors
Contemporary Ranch
door features:
•
•
•
•

Slab door with
no paneling

Made of wood,
typically painted
Sometimes partially
glazed
No paneling
May have sidelights
or other fixed glass
surround

Sidelights
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Ranch
Windows
Common Window Types
Ranch window features:
•
•
•

Often made of wood, but sometimes made of
steel or aluminum
On Traditional Ranch buildings, single or paired,
double-hung and fixed picture windows are
most common
On Contemporary Ranch buildings, grouped
fixed, sliding, and/or casement windows are
common; clerestory windows may be found in
gable ends

Tripartite window
(two double-hung windows with larger fixed or
double-hung center window)

Aluminum
hardware

Diamond
panes

Six-over-six light double-hung wood windows. Doublehung windows may also be paired.

Grouped casement and fixed single-light
windows. Grouped windows may be steel
(shown), aluminum, or wood.

Jalousie windows
may be found on
secondary façades
of Ranch-style
buildings.

Clerestory
windows

Clerestory windows are often located in
the gable ends of Contemporary Ranch
buildings.
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Ranch
Awnings, Shutters, and Window Screens
Awnings, Shutters, and Window Screens
Metal
window
screen

Wood
shutters

Wood
shutters

Window screens may be wood or metal painted to match window trim.
Shutters are made of wood and are typically painted.

Awnings may be made of fabric or metal in a traditional
triangular shape.

Traditional Ranch houses may have historic
awnings with shed-type roofs covered in
shingles.
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Ranch
Decorative Elements
Common Decorative Elements - Traditional Ranch

Wainscot/
skirting

Wainscot/
skirting
Stone accent cladding

Brick accent cladding

Birdhouses

Bargeboard
swooping
across the
front of a
Cinderella
Ranch

Scalloped
wood
trim
Decorative bargeboards

Cupola

Eave returns

Dentil moldings

Gable-roof dormers
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Ranch
Decorative Elements
Common Decorative Elements - Contemporary Ranch
Expressive
folded
roof

Scored
concrete
accent
cladding

Exposed
structural
elements

Geometric
wood screen

Stone
accent
cladding

Pagoda-style
roof (gable
roof that peaks
at the top/
center and
flares at the
ends)
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Ranch
Lighting and Paint Color Schemes
Exterior Lighting
Ranch-style lighting varies depending on the building’s other design elements. Lantern-type fixtures,
simpler globe, and more modern cylindrical fixtures in a dark or light metal may be appropriate.

Wall-mounted lantern-type fixtures are
appropriate for Traditional Ranch houses

Globe-type fixtures (left) and metal cylindrical fixtures
(right) are appropriate for Contemporary Ranch houses

Paint Color Schemes
Ranch-style buildings usually have simple color schemes, painted with just two or three colors.
Traditional Ranch cladding is typically painted a lighter, neutral color, with a darker contrasting trim/
accent color. Contemporary Ranch buildings may have a darker/bolder cladding paint color with
contrasting accent color(s).
Cladding
color

Trim/accent
color
Traditional Ranch in Anaheim

Cladding
color

Trim/accent
color
Contemporary Ranch in Los Angeles
**Please visit the Anaheim Heritage Center for more information on style-appropriate paint
color schemes. Contact (714) 765-6453 to schedule an appointment.**
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Ranch
Garages
Garage Design and Location
Ranch-style houses may have attached or detached garages (typically to fit two cars). Attached
garages, which are more common, may be oriented toward or perpendicular to the street.
Contemporary Ranch buildings may have carports.

Attached garage facing the street

Garage Doors
The garage doors of Ranch-style buildings are typically single tilt-up doors made of wood and
painted. Doors may have decorative geometric details and be partially glazed. Garage doors may
also be paired.
Geometric
details

Glazing

Geometric
details
Tilt-up garage doors made of wood and painted
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Ranch
Fences, Gates, and Landscape Features
Fences
Ranch-style houses did not typically have front yard fences, and fences are generally discouraged.
However, if a fence is necessary and/or desired, it should be wood, either stained or painted. Other
fence materials are not appropriate/recommended. Front yard fences should be kept low and should
not obscure visibility of the house.

Front picket fence, painted wood

Painted post-and-rail wood fence

Stained post-and-rail wood fence

Gates
Ranch-style houses did not usually have gates. However, if a driveway or side yard gate is necessary
and/or desired, it should be wood, either painted or stained, and match any existing (historically
compatible) fencing that is visible on the property. Other gate materials are not appropriate/
recommended.

Driveway gate, painted wood

Side yard gate, painted wood

A more modern, horizontal wood
gate and fence may be appropriate
for a Contemporary Ranch house

Additional Landscape Features
Historic Traditional Ranch house features may include wood lantern posts in front yards and often
have built-in planters at the primary façade.

Wood lantern posts in front yards

Built-in planters
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Ranch
Additions and Accessory Dwelling Units
Additions and Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) (either attached or detached) should be placed
near the rear of the property to minimize their overall visual impact on the building from the
public right-of-way (sidewalk/street). New additions or related new construction should be
differentiated from the original, but compatible with the historic size, scale, proportion, features,
and materials of the house.

Additions
Front of
house

Addition

Example of a compatible rear addition to a Ranch house. The addition (circled) is not visible from the primary
façade (left photo). The gable roof of the addition matches the original gable roof pitch and does not project
above the original roofline.

Accessory Dwelling Units
If an existing historic garage is being converted into an ADU, the garage should:
•

Retain its overall massing and design features.

•

The garage façade that is visible from the public right-of-way should retain the original
appearance of its intended use.

•

Original or historically compatible garage doors should be kept in place, with new entrances
added at the side façade, not visible from the public right-of-way.
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Contact Information
Anaheim Planning and Building Department
200 S. Anaheim Blvd., Suite 162
Anaheim, CA 92805
www.Anaheim.net/HistoricPreservation
HPreservation@anaheim.net
(714) 765-4942

